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1 OpenMP: A simple example: matrix-vector mul-
tiplication

The matrix-vector multiplication proves to be one of the most commonly used
building blocks for numerical algorithms. Therefore, and efficient implementation
of this operation can be decisive for the efficiency of the entire algorithm. We
are concerned here with the parallelization of the computation needed for the
multiplication matrix-vector.

Employ different OpenMP constructs for the parallel computation of the matrix-
vector product. Discuss the different implementation alternatives from the perspec-
tive of performance.

2 Deadlocks: blocking vs. non-blocking

Given is a uni-directional ring network with n processing nodes, thus, one processing
node ni can only send messages to its successor ni+1 and receive messages from its
predecessor ni−1. All processing nodes now want to communicate in parallel – first
sending a message to their successor before receiving a message from their predeces-
sor. If done in the described manner, there shouldn’t arise any complications. But
what happens if we change the order?

Now every processing node first wants to receive a message from its predecessor
before sending a message to its successor. If blocking communication is used, none
of the processing nodes will ever send a message, because all of them are waiting
for their predecessors to send a message first. This situation is called a deadlock –
unfortunately situations like these still happen nowadays, for instance concerning
the usage of resources in operating systems (but there exist many algorithms for
detecting and avoiding deadlocks, e.g. the Habermann algorithm). In our case,

the problem can be solved very easily using non-blocking communication (e.g.
MPI Isend(), MPI Irecv(), MPI Wait(), and MPI Test()).

Write an MPI-Program deadlock.c – using non-blocking communication – for a
uni-directional ring network with n processing elements. Thus, according to the
situation described above, every processing node first wants to receive a message
from its predecessor before itself sending a message to its successor without running
into a deadlock. When finished, every processing node should confirm with a short
message printed to the console.

3 Collective communication

Collective communication is used when data of one processing node should be
distributed among all processing nodes – a scatter – or when data from all processing
nodes should be collected in one processing node – a gather. A collective communi-
cation can also be bundled with an operator for manipulating the distributed data.
Within MPI exist several operators like finding the minimum/maximum value, cal-
culating the sum/product of all values, executing binary operations, and much more.

Write an MPI-Program collective.c to compare the built-in MPI Reduce() com-
mand with your own implementation of that function. Therefore, write a function
reduce() to collect distributed data from all processing nodes in one processing
node, such that the different operators minimum, maximum, sum, and product
can be applied to your function—for reasons of simplicity you can restrict your
function only to work with integers. Think also of intelligent strategies of collecting
the distributed data! A point-to-point connection from the calling processing node
to all other processing nodes will take too much time, some more sophisticated
connections – e.g. a binary tree – might increase the amount of communications
but decrease the overall execution. Determine the time for both implementations,
the built-in MPI command MPI Reduce() and your own implementation reduce(),
and discuss your results!

4 The sieve of Eratosthenes

A versatile scholar, Eratosthenes of Cyrene (today Lybia) lived approximately
275—195 BC. He was the first to estimate accurately the diameter of the earth.
For several decades, he served as the director of the famous library in Alexandria.
He was highly regarded in the ancient world, but unfortunately only fragments of
his writing have survived. Eratosthenes died at an advanced age from voluntary
starvation, induced by despair at his blindness.



Eratosthenes also conceived the “Sieve of Eratosthenes”, a method of identifying
prime numbers. Therefore, first the set of all natural numbers P = {2, . . . , n} from
2 to an upper limit n is formed. Then, after searching for the minimum p of set
P – the first prime number – all multiples of p from P are deleted. Successively
repeating this step until p = b

√
nc there are only prime numbers left in P .

Write an MPI-program sieve.c following the algorithm described above to find all
prime numbers in a set P = {2, . . . , n}. For a faster processing, the main work –
namely to delete all multiples of a prime number – should be done in parallel. Thus,
the set P has to be divided into equal parts Pi and distributed to all processes i ∈
[0, max processes[. Each process i searches for its local minimum pi from its subset
Pi and sends it to the master process. The master process determines the global
minimum p = min pi, i ∈ [0, max processes[, and tells it to all slave processes, that
now can delete all multiples of p from their subsets Pi. This step will be successively
repeated until the condition p ≤ b

√
nc becomes false. Now every subset Pi of process

i only consists of prime numbers. In the end, the largest prime number found should
be printed to the console.

For a better estimation of the speedup of your program the time for finding the
prime numbers should be mesured (MPI Wtime()). Run your program with different
upper limits n (5,000,000/10,000,000/25,000,000/50,000,000) and different amounts
of processes (1/2/4/8). Illustrate your results in a small chart!

Hint: Try to use non-blocking communication and think about the use of
MPI Reduce() or MPI Allreduce()!

Have fun!


